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The CPCS is a safety system calculating the DNBR(Departure from Nucleate Boiling
Ratio) and LPD(Local Power Density) trip signals in four redundant channel configuration. The
CPCS reads the CEA(Control Element Assembly) position signal from two redundant sensors.
This resulted in one out-of-two logic for CEA related events. This two channel redundant signal
is weakness of the system, giving some spurious trip signals from CEA sensor itself, signal
isolator, or other component malfunctions

The new CPCS will utilize the open computer system to get more support from various
vendors and more resistance to equipment obsolescence problem[l]. The network technology is
used widely across the system. The system consists of four redundant channels, each consists of
CPC(Core Protection Calculator), CEAC(CEA Calculator), Gateway, CEA MUX(CEA
Multiplexer), and OM(Operator's Module). The equipment in a single channel is tied together
using channel network(CH-NET). The data flow within a channel is unidirectional from CEA
MUX to CEAC and CPC, from CEAC to CPC. The OM displays the status of each component
and calculated output. Gateway provides interface to other system, and provides the electrical and
functional isolation between safety system and non-safety system. Figure 1 shows the
configuration of the system. The use of network technology makes sharing of data easy and this
reduces a lot of components used within the system compared to old system. In old system, a
number of isolation devices have been used to isolate the channel fault between the interconnected
channels or between safety system and control system. The fiber optic network communication
provides the required electrical and functional isolation. Also the network protocol can support
built-in reliability of dual redundant configuration.

With this reduced components and ease of data sharing, the new CPCS can perform
additional data integrity checkings also. The system utilizes the CEA MUX to share two redun-
dant CEA position signals and one set of contact signals among four channels of CEAC. These
contact signals were used only for CEA control systems. To utilize these signals in both safety
system and control system, enormous amount of isolator devices would have been used in the
system. This requirement for isolation along with separation was one of the reasons so many
sensors were used in nuclear power plant. With use of network, signals can be shared easily
among redundant channels or between safety system and control system.

For safety system, simple and deterministic nature of the system is emphasized. In this
respect, the system architecture is very important. The software architecture for the system is
priority driven pre-emptive scheduling, with only timer interrupt allowed. For the software, the
design process itself is important and requires the process to be manifested by design documents.
The use of a formal specification language may be a help to show coherence and completeness of
the software functional requirements [2]. The application software shall be developed by applying
the rigorous mathematical method. Currently we are evaluating the formal methods in developing
the software requirement specifications. Our observation is that each method has its own
characteristics and we are considering applying different methods for different aspects.
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The operating system shall utilize the commercially available real time operating system
that has enough experience. Most of the commercial real time operating system has the scalability
making OS to contain only necessary parts and supports priority driven pre-emptive scheduling.
The qualification of the commercial operating system shall be done by EPRI recommended
dedication guidelines that recommend the support from the vendors and testing of the software at
specific application[3].

Digital safety system design using network makes data sharing easier and allows simpler
system configuration. Use of commercial OS and formal method in software development process
will make the system more reliable and will reduce the development time. The reliable digital
safety system will contribute to the plant safety and availability.

Fig. 1 CPCS System Configuration with Network Interfaces within System
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